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Ms. Čabartová's thesis explores the concept of property in the context of early American 

political writing in the eighteenth century; drawing on foundational U.S. political documents such 

as the Declaration of Independence, The Federalist, the Anti-Federalist papers, Common Sense, 

and other contemporary political pamphlets and texts. The thesis argues that, while the concept of 

property was one of the key concepts in early American political writing, it was greatly 

downplayed on the formal level due to what might today be referred to as "political correctness." 

Ms. Čabartová  seeks to demonstrate the acceptability of this substitution in eighteenth-century 

rhetoric by analyzing the contemporary foundational belief in possession of property as the most 

secure basis for individual liberty.  The widespread and relatively egalitarian possession of 

property characteristic of the U.S. in the eighteenth century provided the basis for a distinctive 

application of the equation, one which placed such a positive liberating valence on individual 

possession of property that, in subsequent days, objection to concentration of growing amounts of 

property (i.e., liberty) in individual hands was made theoretically problematical. 

 

With my endorsement, Ms. Čabartová has chosen to focus her analysis on the foundational 

eighteenth-century documents that have subsequently attained status as the canonical texts of the 

U.S. socio-economic-political-cultural formation, and which have been deployed to justify crucial 

attitudes, priorities, behaviors, and valorizations in that formation from their generation until the 

present. 

 

In general, Ms. Čabartová has handled the texts, and particularly the often unspoken implied 

relationships  between property and liberty (individual autonomy), in an insightful and nuanced 

way.  However, the agreed-upon nature and limits of her inquiry confronts her with several 

problematical challenges: 

 

1) Despite the relatively wide distribution of property in the eighteenth-century U.S., most of that 

property, and so most concern regarding it, was in the hands of white males.  Written statements 

regarding property were almost exclusively a product of that class of individuals, and so efforts to 

introduce the kind of diversity normally expected in contemporary research into this thesis project 

have to a problematic degree proved futile, not so much through any particular failure on the part 

of the researcher as because of the nature of the research. 

 

2) To a significant degree, Ms. Čabartová has set out to prove a negative--that property was the 

dominant concern in the foundational document, and in the writers who produced them, rather 

than the liberty that is generally the rhetorical focal point.  All things considered, Ms. Čabartová 

has made a relatively good circumstantial case for substitutability; but proving that one word was 

used rather than the other for a particular purpose, for a particular kind of deception or "political 

correctness," is elusive indeed, and my sense is that, not surprisingly, Ms. Čabartová does not 

carry it off in any definitive way. 

 

3) A disproportionate amount of Ms. Čabartová's discourse is devoted to pointing out putative 

consequences of the deceptive "political correctness" enshrined in the foundational documents so 



important to U.S. political culture and process.  So, not only does that discourse potentially 

founder on the inability definitively to establish that the alleged "deception" actually took place, 

but the discourse also frequently oversteps the chronological boundaries of the study itself--

becoming thereby less scholarly exposition than suppositional (if not implausible) speculation. 

 

Given all of these considerations, I would evaluate Ms. Čabartová’s thesis as worthy of a grade of 

“2, velmi dobre.” 

 

Thesis evaluation: “2, velmi dobre.” 
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If the reader has any questions or needs additional information, please contact me at 

David.Robbins@ff.cuni.cz. 

 


